Revenue Improvement
Improve performance through greater risk documentation
and reporting accuracy.
Pareto’s Revenue Improvement solutions combine industry expertise, proprietary
algorithms, advanced data science, and a cutting-edge technology platform to
identify, prioritize and resolve gaps in undocumented and unreported risk.
STRATEGY

ANALYTICS

COMPLIANCE

Strategies to maximize
operational efficiency
and outcomes.

Market specific algorithms
based on over $90B in
medical cost spend.

Assess risk score accuracy
in both directions—
undocumented as well as
potentially mis-documented.

PERFORMANCE
MANAGEMENT

PROSPECTIVE
CAMPAIGNS

RETROSPECTIVE
REVIEWS

Determine who, when and where
to engage while aligning with
quality and care initiatives to
maximize outcomes.

Maximize administrative
spend and outcomes by
pulling the right charts
with the highest chance of
closure and optimal return.

Objectively evaluate
performance and ROI of
all efforts.

DATA INTEGRITY

REPORTING

Assess end-to-end data
quality and pinpoint areas of
failure to improve encounter
accuracy and completeness.

Decipher RAPS/EDS
RAF variances (MA) and
submission/processing errors
(MA, ACA, Medicaid), and
prioritize remediation efforts.
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HOW IT WORKS

Leverage Pareto’s analytics to enhance your revenue management program.
Achieving complete and accurate risk scores requires you to address both undocumented and
unreported risk.

CAPTURING
UNDOCUMENTED RISK
Rethinking strategies to close
risk documentation gaps in the
most effective, cost efficient
method possible.
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Advanced Analytics

3

Delivering Actionable Insights

using proprietary data science

through in-workflow provider
connectivity
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Tailored Provider Reporting
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Performance Evaluation

integrated with risk, quality and
clinical initiatives

at the member, provider (practice/
system), and condition level

Managed Services

for program design, performance evaluation, and program execution

RESOLVING
UNREPORTED RISK
Flexible and comprehensive
solution to evaluate end-toend data integrity and identify
points of failure for correction.
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Diagnostic Assessment
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Prioritization of Efforts

of data quality exposure

based on areas with greatest risk
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Exposure Quantification

through assessment of critical data
elements to determine financial
improvement opportunity.

Root Cause Identification

to resolve data integrity issues at
the source

Ongoing Control Monitoring

to proactively identify future data quality challenges

Why Pareto Intelligence
Transparent

Flexible

Proactive

Not a “black box” solution,

Custom outputs and reporting

Focused on providing actionable

providing detailed support into

to align with your operational

insights to resolve gaps today and

every insight delivered.

needs.

prevent future issues.

Pareto Intelligence was launched by HealthScape Advisors, a management
consulting firm specializing in the business of healthcare. That means Pareto’s
pedigree is deep expertise and a pragmatic approach to executing solutions.

